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Simple Modules over CC-Groups
and Monolithic Just non-CC-Groups.

L. A. KURDACHENKO - J. OTAL

Sunto. – In questo lavoro studiamo i non CC-gruppi G monolitici con tutti i quozienti
propri CC-gruppi, che hanno sottogruppi abeliani normali non banali.

1. – Introduction.

Let G be a group. If 1cHLG, then G/H is called a proper factor-group of
G. Let X be a class a of groups. Then a group G is said to be a just non-X-
group if G is not an X-group but every proper factor-group of G lies in X. The
structure of just non-X-groups has been considered for the following choices
of X: For X = abelian groups by M. F. Newman [14, 15]; for X = finite groups
by D. McCarthy [12, 13] and J. S. Wilson [22]; for X = polycyclic groups by J.
R. J. Groves [6] and D. J. S. Robinson and J. S. Wilson [19]; for X = Chernikov
groups by S. Franciosi and F. de Giovanni [3]. More recently, D. J. S. Robinson
and Z. Zhang [20] introduce the important case X = finite-by-abelian groups.
It is a well-known result due to B. H. Neumann the characterization of finite-
by-abelian groups as groups with boundedly finite conjugacy classes (BFC-
groups) so that the above paper draws our attention to conditions on the con-
jugacy classes. We recall that, if Y is a class of groups, an YC-group is a group
G with conjugacy classes in Y, that is, G/CG (axbG )�Y for all x�G. The next
step is done by S. Franciosi, F. de Giovanni and L. A. Kurdachenko [6], which
consider just non-FC-groups. Therefore, it is natural to extend these ideas by
considering the next generalization of the class of FC-groups: the class of CC-
groups ([16]). As in other papers, we are writing FC or CC instead of FC or CC.

In the study of just non-X-groups and to avoid simple groups, it is very
usual to allow they contain non-trivial abelian normal subgroups. Thus this pa-
per investigates the structure of just non-CC groups G with Fitt (G)c1. In
this study two cases appear at first: FC(G)c1 and FC(G)41. The first case
has been described in [10]. In the second case A=Fitt (G) is abelian and either
A is a torsion-free abelian group or A is an elementary abelian p-group, for
some prime p ([10]). As usual A can be viewed as a ZH-module where H4G/A
is a CC-group. Let M be the intersection of all non-trivial G-invariant sub-
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groups of G. Obviously M41 or Mc1. In the latter, M is called the monolith
of G and G is said to be monolithic. Further, in this case, we note that the
monolith is a simple ZH-module. Thus, to study monolithic just non-CC-
groups, we need to describe first simple modules over CC-groups. Both topics
are the goals of this paper.

Throughout, our notation is standard and follows [17]. Some of our results,
depend on the so called 02rank of a group. We recall that the group G is said
to have finite 0-rank r0 (G)4r if G has a subnormal series of finite length in
which r factors are infinite cyclic and the remainders periodic; otherwise, G is
said to have infinite 0-rank.

2. – Some elementary results.

The following result is very useful.

(2.1). LEMMA. – Let G be a just non-CC-group. If 1cN , MLG then
NOMc1.

PROOF. – If NOM41, by Remak theorem, G embeds in (G/N)3
(G/M). r

Let X be a class of groups. The class X is said to be a formation of groups if
the following two conditions are satisfied:

(i) If G�X and HLG, then G/H�X.
(ii) If H1 , H2 LG and G/H1 , G/H2�X, then G/(H1OH2 )�X .

Given a formation X and a group G, the XC-center of G is the characteristic
subgroup XC(G) of G consisting of all x�G such that G/CG (axbG )�X. A subset
H’G is said to be XC-central in G if H’XC(G). This clearly generalizes the
ordinary centrality allowing us to identify the XC-groups G as the groups G
which satisfy XC(G)4G. Given a group G, starting from the XC-center we
may construct the (upper) XC-central series of G as follows. This series is de-
noted by ]XCa (G)( and defined by transfinite induction by XC0 (G)41 and
XCa11 (G) /XCa (G)4XC(G/XCa (G) ). The last term of this series is XCQ (G),
the XC-hypercenter of G. G is said to be XC-hypercentral if XCQ (G)4G. Note
that these notions extend those of the center and the hypercenter of a group
as well as other centers just as the FC-center or the FC-hypercenter. Similar
concepts were already introduced in [11].

(2.2). LEMMA. – Let X be a formation of groups. If P is the XC-center of G
an H is a non-trivial G-invariant subgroup of the XC-hypercenter Q of G,
then HOPc1.

PROOF. – Let us denote by 14C0GC1GRCaGCa11GRCg4Q the up-
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per XC-central series of G. By construction, there must exist an ordinal a
such that HOCac1. If b be the least ordinal with this property, then b cannot
be limit, so b21 exists and therefore HOCb2141. If 1cx�HOCb and N4
axbG, then xCb21 is XC-central and so G/CG (NCb21 /Cb21 )�X.

Let g�CG(NCb21 /Cb21 ); then [ g , N]GCb21. On the other hand [ g , N]GH,
since HLG. Hence [ g , N]GHOCb2141, so g�CG (N). It follows that
CG (NCb21 /Cb21 )GCG (N) and G/CG (N)�X and therefore x�XC(G). r

(2.3). LEMMA. – Let X be a formation such that X(XOF)4X . Let G be FC
and XC-hypercentral group, F be a field and BGA FG-modules satisfying:

(i) B and A/B are simple FG-modules.
(ii) G/CG (A/B)�X but G/CG (B)�X .

Then there exists an FG-submodule C of A such that A4B5C.

PROOF. – We may assume that CG (A)41. Since X is a formation and
G/CG (A)�X , we have that G�X . This and G/CG (A/B)�X give that
CG (A/B)c1. Since G is both FC and XC-hypercentral, then G is (XOF) C-hy-
percentral, so that, if Q is the (XOF) C-center of G, lemma (2.2) yields that
QOCG (A/B)c1. Take a non-trivial element of this intersection, 1cx�QO
CG (A/B). Thus axbG is central-by-finite and G/CG (axbG )� (XOF). Put K4 axbG

and H4CG (K).
We consider the family J4]EGFH ANEGO B(. Trivially, A�J, so Jc¯.

By [21, Theorem A], A is an artinian FH-module and hence J has a minimal el-
ement, say M. Let y�K. Note that M(y21)`FH M/CM (y). Since [H , K]41,
we have that M(y21) and CM (y) are FH-modules. Since y�CG (A/B), we also
have that M(y21)GB. Therefore, by [23, lemma], B45t�T Ut, where U is a
simple FH-module and T is a finite subset of G. We claim that H/CH (U)�X;
for, otherwise every H/CH(Ut)�X and, since X is a formation, then H/CH(B)�X .
Since G/H� (XOF) and X4X(XOF), we have G/CG (B)�X(XOF)4X,
contradicting (ii). Thus H/CH (U)�X, as claimed.

Given y�K, suppose that CM (y)GB. Then M/CM (y) has a FH-composition
series of finite length whose factors are XC-central. On the other hand, since
M(y21)`FH M/CM (y)GB, M(y21) can be written as M(y21)45t�T1

Ut,
where T1’T, what indicates that M(y21) cannot have XC-central factors in
an FH-composition series, since H/CH (U)�X. Hence this contradiction gives
that CM (y)�J, and, by the election of M, it follows that CM (y)4M for every
y�K. This yields that MGCA (K). In particular, CA (K)GO B. Since KLG, then
CA (K) is really an FG-submodule of A, so that, by the irreducibility of B, we
have that either BGCA (K) or BOCA (K)40. In the first case, by the irre-
ducibility of A/B, A4CA (K), and so KGCG (A)41, which contradicts lemma
(2.1). Therefore, putting C4CA (K), we have that A4B5C, as re-
quired. r
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(2.4). COROLLARY. – Let G be a monolithic just non-CC-group with
FC(G)41 and Fitt (G)c1. Then Fitt (G) is the monolith of G.

PROOF. – Let A4Fitt (G) be. By [10, corollary to theorem 1], either A is ele-
mentary abelian or A is torsion-free abelian. In any case, A is a ZH-module,
where H4G/A is a CC-group. Let M be the monolith of G; then MGA is a
simple submodule. We assume that there exists some a�A0M and put
D/M4 aabG M/M.

Suppose first that A is p-elementary, p a prime. In this case A becomes an
FH-module, where F4Fp is the field with p elements, and D/M is finite. It fol-
lows that D/M contains a simple FH-submodule E/M. By lemma (2.3), there
exists an FH-submodule C such that E4M5C, which contradicts lemma
(2.1).

Assume now that A is torsion-free; since M is a simple ZH-module, it is
also divisible, and in this case D/M is infinite cyclic. Put E4D7Z Q and note
that M7Z Q4M. Also CH (D/M)4CH (E/M), so that H/CH (E/M) is finite.
Again lemma (2.3) gives that E4M5C, for some C. Put C14COD, By con-
struction C1c1 but COM41, a new contradiction to lemma (2.1). r

3. – The structure of simple modules over CC-groups.

Many papers on group theory, especially on groups with finiteness condi-
tions, contain the following question: Given a group G and a minimal normal
subgroup A of G, study the factor group H4G/CG (A). If A is abelian, we may
consider A as a simple ZH-module and with this approach some results have
obtained. For example, when G is finite, these modules have been described
([2, chapter B.10]). R. Baer [1] has considered simple modules over locally fi-
nite groups, obtaining that A is elementary. Similar results have been ob-
tained by P. Hall [7] for polycyclic groups and generalizations of these ones by
D. I. Zaitsev in studying locally (polycyclic-by-finite) groups of finite 0-rank.
Other examples are simple modules over Chernikov groups for metabelian
groups with Min-n (B. Hartley and D. McDougall [8]), over abelian and nilpo-
tent groups (D. J. S. Robinson and Z. Zhang [20]) or over locally soluble FC-
groups (S. Franciosi, F. de Giovanni and L. A. Kurdachenko [4]). Here we are
generalizing the latter, because we will obtain a description of simple modules
over a CC-group. This description will contain the study of the CC-group itself
as well as the existence of a simple and faithful module over a CC-group.

(3.1). LEMMA. – Let F be a field, G a group and A an infinite simple FG-
module such that CG (A)41. If p is a prime and P is a G-invariant elemen-
tary abelian p-subgroup of FC(G), then char Fcp and there exists a JGP
such that NP/JN4p and JG41.
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PROOF. – Proceed as in the proof of [4, lemma 8.2]. r

Given a group G, we recall that the socle of G is the subgroup Soc (G) gene-
rated by its minimal normal subgroups and so this is a direct product of some
of them. The product of the abelian ones is Soca (G). A related subgroup is one
given by the following.

(3.2). LEMMA. – A CC-group G contains a normal subgroup Q such
that:

(i) Q is a direct product of finite minimal and infinite cyclic normal
subgroups.

(ii) If 1cHLG , then QOHc1.

PROOF. – Let Q04Soc (FC(G) ), so that Q0 is a direct product of finite mini-
mal normal subgroups of G. Suppose that Q0OH41, where 1cHLG. If
1cx�H and X4axbG, since QOX41, then X is infinite cyclic and Q14Q03X
is a direct product. Proceeding in this way and by transfinite induction, we
construct a subgroup Q satisfying (i) and (ii). r

A subgroup Q satisfying the above properties is said to be a quasi-socle of
G. Lemma (3.2) assures that a CC-group G has at least a quasi-socle Q and, by
construction, Soca (G)GSoc (G)GQ. However, this subgroup is not necessari-
ly unique, and, in general, its existence is doubtful.

(3.3). THEOREM. – Let G be a CC-group and let A be a simple ZG-module
such that CG (A)41.

(i) There is a JGSoca (G) such that Soca (G) /J is locally cyclic and
JG41.

(ii) If A is an elementary abelian p-group, then Soca (G) is a p 8-
group.

(iii) If G has finite 0-rank, Soc (G) is a quasi-socle of G (in particular
FC(G) is periodic) and the underlying additive group of A is elemen-
tary.

PROOF. – Before starting, it is worth noting that A can be viewed as an FG-
module, where F is a field. For, if A is torsion-free, being simple, it is also radi-
cable and hence F4Q. If A has elements of finite order, again by simplicity,
there must exist a prime p such that A is an elementary abelian p-group and
then F4Fp .

Let Q be the Sylow q-subgroup of Soca (G), q a prime. By lemma (3.2), there
exists JqGQ such that NQ : JqN4q and (Jq )G41. If J43Jq , where the pro-
duct runs all over the primes occurring in Soca (G), then Soca (G) /J is locally
cyclic and JG41, which gives (i). (ii) follows from lemma (3.2) as well.
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(ii) Since a CC-group is FC-hypercentral and finitely generated FC-hyper-
central groups are nilpotent-by-finite, an FC-hypercentral group is locally (poly-
cyclic-by-finite). If G has finite 0-rank, by [24, corollary of theorem 2.3], then A is
an elementary abelian p-group, for some prime p: pA40. Assume that Soc (G) is
not a quasi-socle of G; this means that G must contain a non-trivial normal
infinite cyclic subgroup C. Put H4CG(C) so that NG : HNG2. In this case A
contains a simple Fp H-module B such that A4B3Bx, where x�G0H. If
COCH(B)c1, then COCH(Bx)c1 as well. Since C is infinite cyclic, then
COCH(A)c1 while CG(A)41. This contradiction shows that COCH(B)41.
Thus C embeds in z(H/CH(B)) and this contradicts the results of [24]. r

Theorem (3.3) raises the natural question of examining its converse, that is,
of deciding if the conditions of the above result are also sufficient. To study
this, we shall need the following auxiliary result.

(3.4). LEMMA. – Let F be a field, S43l�L Sl , where each Sl is a finite non-
abelian simple group. Then, there exists a simple FS-module A such that
CS (A)41.

PROOF. – Let g be the type of L. By transfinite induction, we are going to
show that S has an ascending normal series 14C0GC1GRCaGCa11G
RCg4S such that, if aF0, Ca114Ca3Sa11 , where Sa11CSl a

, for some
l a�L and Ca admits a simple KCa-module Aa with CCa

(Aa )41.
Let g41. In this case S is finite non-abelian and simple and it is know that

there exists a simple and faithful FS-module: see [2, lemma B.10.2].
Suppose that g4d11 is not limit, then there exists a simple FCd-module

D with CCd
(D)41. Define Cd114Cd3Sd11. There is a simple FSd11-module

B with CSd11
(B)41. Form U4D7F B, so that U is a F(Cd3Sd11 )-module

(see [2, corollary B.1.12]). There exists X’Sd11 such that U43x�X Dx. If A is
a composition FCd11-factor of U and L4CCd11

(A), since A is a direct factor of
U, then LOCd41. Similarly, LOSd1141, and so LGz(Cd11 )41. Hence
CCd11

(A)41.
If g is limit, by induction, for each aEg, there exists a simple FCa-module

Aa such that CCa
(Aa )41. We note that the above paragraph shows that

AaGAa11 , for every a and therefore we may consider the (injective)
limit A of the Aa. We write A as an union A4NaEg Aa , where Aa CAa ,
and consider it as a FCg-module, where Cg is the limit of the Ca , aEg.
Let E be a non-zero FCg-submodule of A. Then there is a least ordinal
d such that EOAd c0. It is clear that we may view Ad as a simple
FCd-module, so that EOAd 4Ad , that is, Ad GE. Trivially d is not limit,
so d11Eg. In this case, we may consider the FCd11-module Ad11. Obviously
Ad11 43z�Z Ad z, for some subset Z’Cd11 . Since E is a FCd-module, the
inclusion AgGE gives Ad zGE, for every zGZ. This means that Ad11 GE.
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The usual induction gives that Aa GE, for every aEg, so that E4A
and it turns out that A is a simple FCg-module. Call
L4CCg

(A). For every aEg, LOCaGCCa
(Aa )41. Then L41 and the con-

struction has just carried out. r

To use the above lemma, it is convenient to consider two cases, depending
on the finiteness of the 0-rank of the group in consideration.

(3.5). THEOREM. – Let G be a CC-group of finite 0-rank satisfying the
following:

(i) Soc (G) is a quasi socle of G.

(ii) There exists JGSoca (G) such that Soca (G) /J is locally cyclic and
JG41.

Then, if p�p(Soca (G) ) , there exists a simple Fp G-module such that
CG (A)41.

PROOF. – Put S4Soc (G) and R4Soca (G). We may write S4R3T, where
T is a direct product of G-invariant finite non-abelian simple groups. There
exists a simple Fp R-module B such that CR (B)4J(see [20, corollary 4.12], for
example). By lemma (3.4) there exists a simple Fp T-module C such that
CT (C)41. Form U4B7Fp

C viewed as an Fp (R3T)-module ([2, corollary
B.1.12]). Let E be a composition Fp S-factor of U; then E is a simple Fp S mod-
ule. Let L4CS (E) be. Since U is a semisimple Fp T-module, then E45x�X Cx,
for some X’S. Therefore LOT4CT (C)41, that is, LGCS (T). Since T is a di-
rect product of finite non-abelian simple groups, then CS (T)4R, that is,
LGR.

Similarly E45y�Y By, for some Y’S and it follows that L4CR (B)4J.
Let V4E7Fp S Fp G be and let A be a composition Fp G-factor of V. Again we
have A43z�Z Ez, for some Z’G and clearly A is a simple Fp G-module. If
g�G, then CS (A)GCS (Eg)Gg 21 CS (A) g and hence CS (A)GJG41. By (i),
CS (A)41 gives CG (A)41, completing the proof. r

(3.6). THEOREM. – Let G be a CC-group of infinite 0-rank and suppose that
Soca(G) contains a subgroup J such that Soca(G) /J is locally cyclic and JG41.
Then

(i) There exists a simple ZH-module A , the additive group of which is
torsion-free such that CG (A)41.

(ii) If p�p(Soca (G) ) , there exists a simple Fp G-module A such that
CG (A)41.

PROOF. – We will follow the arguments given in the proof of theorem (3.5).

Let Q be a quasi socle of G and write R4Soca(G). In this case Q4R3T3U,
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where T is as in the above result and U is a direct product of G-invariant in-
finite cyclic subgroups. As U is torsion-free, [U , H]41 and so UGz(G). Let
Z be the hypercenter of G. Then we may decompose R4R13R2 , where R14
ROZ and R2 is an G-invariant subgroup such that R2OZ41. On the other
hand, by [5, theorem 3.2], G/Z is a periodic group and so r0 (G)4r0 (Z). By
Maltsev’s theorem (see [17, theorem 6.36]), Z contains a maximal abelian sub-
group V of Z with r0 (V) infinite. Since R1 U is a central subgroup of Z, it fol-
lows that R1 UGV. Since J is core-free, JOZ41. Let W be a periodic sub-
group of V maximal under R1OW41. Then the torsion subgroup of V/W is a
locally cyclic group and p(R1 )4p(V/W). Moreover, [Z , TR2 ]41, and in par-
ticular V14V3R2 is abelian. A verbatim repetition of the arguments given in
[20, proposition 4.13] allows us to construct a simple ZV1-module B whose
underlying additive group is torsion-free (divisible) group and satisfies
CV1

(B)4W3J. By lemma (3.4), there is a simple QT-module C with CT (C)41.
Put B14B7Q C and think of U as a Q(V13T)-module. If T14V13T, then
QGT1, and a composition QT1-factor of B1 is a simple QT1-module and we may
write B143y�Y By and E43y�Y1

By, for some Y1’Y’R. It follows that E is
a simple QT1-module and CS1

(E)4W3J.
If E4E3ZT1

ZG, take A to be a composition ZG-factor of E. As usual, E4
3x�X Ex, A43x�X1

Ex and X1’X’G. Let L4CG (A) be and suppose that Lc

1. Thus LOQ4CQ (A)c1 and LOQGW3J. Thus LOQG (W3J)G4W.
We have that WOZG (W3J)OZ4J(J3Z)4W. Similarly, WOZGWG. If
WGc1, then WGOz(G)c1, contradicting the election of W. Therefore WG41
and so WOZ41. If Wc1, then W contains a finite minimal normal subgroup
M of G. Since WOZ41, then CG (M)cG. On the other hand, WOR2G (W3
J)OR24W, which implies WOR241. Since MGR1 , the quotient MR2 /JR2

embeds in ZR2 /R2 and hence, if g�G and x�M, [ g , x]�R2 . It follows that
[ g , x]�MOR241, which gives that CG (M)4G, a contradiction. Thus W41,
LOQ41 and so L41.

The proof of (ii) is similar and we omit. r

4. – The structure of monolithic just non-CC-groups.

(4.1). LEMMA. – Let G be a just non-CC-group with A4Fitt (G)c1 and
FC(G)41. Then A4CG (A).

PROOF. – Since C4CG (A) centralizes A, the factor-group C/A has no
non-trivial abelian normal subgroups. If x�C, put X/A4 axbG A/A. By defi-
nition, X/A is Chernikov-by-cyclic ([16]) and so the above yields that X/A is
finite. By Schur’s theorem (see [17, theorem 4.12]) X 8 is finite and therefore
X 8GFC(G)41. This means that X is abelian, so XGA. Hence x�A. r
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(4.2). THEOREM. – Let G be a monolithic just non-CC-group with A4
Fitt (G)c1 and FC(G)41. Then

(i) Either A is an elementary abelian p-group, for a prime p , or A is a
torsion-free divisible abelian group.

(ii) A is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G.
(iii) A4CG (A).
(iv) If H4G/A and S4Soca (H), then there exists a JGS such that S/J

is locally cyclic and JG41.

(v) If A is an elementary abelian p-group, then S is a p 8-group.
(vi) If Fitt (H)c1, then G splits conjugately on A.

PROOF. – Since FC(G)41, A is abelian and either A is elementary or A is
torsion-free ([10]). By corollary (2.4), A is the monolith of G and so, if A is tor-
sion-free, then A becomes divisible. Thus, we have (i) and (ii). Lemma (4.1)
shows (iii) and theorem (3.3) gives (iv) and (v). Finally, (vi) is given by the ba-
sic result of [18]. r

(4.3). COROLLARY. – Let G be a monolithic just non-CC-group with A4
Fitt (G)c1 and FC(G)41. Suppose that H4G/A has finite 0-rank.
Then

(i) A is an elementary abelian p-group, p a prime. Thus G has finite
0-rank.

(ii) A is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G and A4
CG (A).

(iii) S4Soca (H) is a p 8-group and there exists a JGS such that S/J is
locally cyclic and JG41.

(iv) If Fitt (H)c1, then G splits conjugately on A.
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